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2015 SEC MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY RECORD BOOK
Men’s All-Time SEC Cross Country Champions
Year (Site)                               Team Champion     Pts.       Runner-up              Pts     Individual Champion  Distance                  Time
1935 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             32          Alabama                   46      Chick Aldridge, GT       4.4 miles
1936 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             15          Georgia                    59      Chick Aldridge, GT       4.4 miles
1937 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             19          Mississippi State       48      Chick Aldridge, GT       4.4 miles
1938 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             24          Alabama / LSU        59      Artie Small, GT             4.4 miles
1939 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             29          Alabama                   36      Artie Small, GT             4.4 miles
1940 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             31          Auburn                    42      John Ball, AU                 4.4 miles*                 17:03
1941 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Mississippi State        34          Auburn                    40      John Ball, AU                 4.4 miles*                 17:02.5
1942 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             26          Auburn                    29      John Ball, AU                 4.4 miles*                 15:23
1946 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Auburn                      40          Tennessee                 44      Whitey Overton, AU     4.4 miles*                 16:41.9
1947 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             51          Tennessee                 73      Whitey Overton, AU     4.4 miles*                 16:41
1948 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Auburn                      54          Georgia Tech           55      R.W. Smith, GT             4.4 miles
1949 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Tennessee                  48          Georgia Tech           58      Tom Scott, UT               4.4 miles                   21:40
1950 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Tennessee                  30          Alabama                   50      Alf  Holmberg, UT        4.4 miles
1951 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Tennessee                  18          Alabama                   62      Alf  Holmberg, UT        4.4 miles                   20:59
1952 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Tennessee                  30          Kentucky                 55      Frank Albertson, UT     4.4 miles
1953 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             51          Auburn                    53      John Barton, AU            4 miles                      22:11.5
1954 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Georgia Tech             38          Tennessee                 46      John Barton, AU            4 miles                      21:27.80
1955 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Auburn / Florida       46                                                    Don Gagnon, UF          4.4 miles                   
1956 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Tennessee                  26          Auburn                    51      Ed Murphy, UT             4.4 miles                   21:21.80
1957 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Mississippi State        35          Kentucky                 52      Press Whelan, UK         4.4 miles                   21:03
1958 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Kentucky                   40          Mississippi State       47      Fred Abington, VU        4.4 miles                   21:01.60
1959 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Kentucky                   59          Mississippi State       69      Robert Peete, UA           4.4 miles
1960 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Mississippi State        38          Alabama                   52      Robert Peete, UA           4.4 miles
1961 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Mississippi State        33          Auburn                    48      Jimmy Taylor, MS          4.4 miles                   20:55
1962 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Mississippi State        37          Auburn                    55      Jimmy Taylor, MS          4.4 miles                   
1963 (Atlanta, Ga.)                   Tennessee                  15          Auburn                    85      David Storey, UT           4.4 miles                   21:29.70
1964 (Pine Mtn., Ga.)               Auburn                      23          Mississippi State       48      Gary Smyly, MS             4.0 miles                   20:40
1965 (Birmingham, Ala.)          Tennessee                  15          Mississippi State       70      Bob Redington, UT       4.065 miles               19:15
1966 (Birmingham, Ala.)          Tennessee                  39          Florida                     67      Don Hunt, MS               4.065 miles               19:33
1967 (Birmingham, Ala.)          Tennessee                  28          Florida                     79      Frank Lagotic, UF          4.065 miles               18:47
1968 (Birmingham, Ala.)          Tennessee                  30          Ole Miss                  89      Owen Self, UT               4.065 miles               18:39
1969 (Birmingham, Ala.)          Tennessee                  34          Florida                     48      Vic Nelson, UK             4.065 miles               18:42
1970 (Birmingham, Ala.)          Kentucky                   41          Alabama                   44      Paul Baldwin, UK          4.065 miles               18:26
1971 (Birmingham, Ala.)          Tennessee                  48          Alabama/Kentucky  51      Paul Baldwin, UK          4.065 miles               18:21
1972 (Tuscaloosa, Ala.)            Tennessee                  35          Alabama                   48      Doug Brown, UT          5 miles                      24:28
1973 (Gainesville, Fla.)             Alabama                    41          Tennessee                 47      Doug Brown, UT          5 miles                      24:13
1974 (Lexington, Ky.)               Tennessee                  44          Kentucky                 49      Pat Davey, UT               5 miles                      24:49
1975 (Baton Rouge, La.)          Tennessee                  38          Auburn                    74      Pat Davey, UT               5 miles                      24:08
1976 (Starkville, Miss.)             Tennessee                  32          Alabama                   38      Steve Bolt, UA               5 miles                      23:51
1977 (Knoxville, Tenn.)            Tennessee                  23          Kentucky                 49      Jim Buell, UK                5 miles                      24:48
1978 (Nashville, Tenn.)            Tennessee                  24          Auburn                    50      Tom Graves, AU            5 miles                      24:10
1979 (Tuscaloosa, Ala.)            Auburn                      73          Kentucky                 80      Tom Graves, AU            5 miles                      25:52
1980 (Auburn, Ala.)                 Auburn                      35          Tennessee                 64      Dave Bensema, UK       5 miles                      23:42
1981 (Gainesville, Fla.)             Tennessee                  38          Auburn                    60      Rickey Pittman, UT       5 miles                      24:14
1982 (Athens, Ga.)                   Tennessee                  47          Florida                     75      Simeon Kigen, MS         5 miles                      24:17
1983 (Lexington, Ky.)               Tennessee                  31          Florida                     52      Keith Brantley, UF         5 miles                      24:06
1984 (Clinton, La.)                   Tennessee                  38          Florida                     53      Doug Tolson, UT          5 miles                      23:59
1985 (Oxford, Miss.)                Tennessee                  44          Auburn                    79      Brian Abshire, AU         5 miles                      23:32
1986 (Knoxville, Tenn.)            Florida                       38          Tennessee                 46      Richard Ede, UK           8 kilometers              25:06
1987 (Nashville, Tenn.)            Florida                       45          Tennessee                 63      Richard Ede, UK           8 kilometers              24:17
1988 (Tuscaloosa, Ala.)            Kentucky                   37          Tennessee                 39      German Beltran, UA      8 kilometers              23:54
1989 (Auburn, Ala.)                 Tennessee                  57          LSU                         67      Todd Williams, UT        8 kilometers              24:11
1990 (Gainesville, Fla.)             Tennessee                  52          Kentucky                 57      Todd Williams, UT        8 kilometers              24:06
1991 (Athens, Ga.)                   Arkansas                    15          Tennessee                 88      Brian Baker, AR             8 kilometers              24:17
1992 (Lexington, Ky.)               Arkansas                    23          Tennessee                 96      Pablo Sierra, UM           8 kilometers              24:59.10
1993 (Baton Rouge, La.)          Arkansas                    18          Tennessee                 75      Michael Morin, AR        8 kilometers              23:29.20
1994 (Fayetteville, Ark.)           Arkansas                    38          Tennessee                 42      Jason Bunston, AR        8 kilometers              23:49.40
1995 (Starkville, Miss.)             Arkansas                    32          Tennessee                 58      Godfrey Siamusiye, AR      8 kilometers              23:47.00 
1996 (Oxford, Miss.)                Arkansas                    15          Alabama                   64      Godfrey Siamusiye, AR       8 kilometers              23.39.50
1997 (Columbia, S.C.)              Arkansas                    19          Alabama                   66      Ryan Wilson, AR           8 kilometers              23.46.50
1998 (Maryville, Tenn.)            Arkansas                    19          Tennessee                 63      Michael Power, AR        8 kilometers              23:55.79
1999 (Nashville, Tenn.)            Arkansas                    17          Tennessee                 59      Michael Power, AR        8 kilometers              24:10.60
2000 (Tuscaloosa, Ala.)            Arkansas                    27          Alabama                   43      David Kimani, UA         8 kilometers              24:19.03
2001 (Auburn, Ala.)                 Arkansas                    24          Alabama                   85      David Kimani, UA         8 kilometers              23:46.93
2002 (Gainesville, Fla.)             Arkansas                    31          Alabama                   52      David Kimani, UA         8 kilometers              24:05.18
2003 (Athens, Ga.)                   Arkansas                    33          Georgia                    58      Thomas Morgan, UK    8 kilometers              24:59.25
2004 (Fayetteville, Ark.)           Arkansas                    23          Florida                     72      Josphat Boit, AR            8 kilometers              23:09.91 
2005 (Columbia, S.C.)              Arkansas                    23          Alabama                   73      Josphat Boit, AR            8 kilometers              22:59.10
2006 (Baton Rouge, La.)          Arkansas                    21          Florida                     73      Barnabas Kirui, UM      8 kilometers              23:53.24
2007 (Lexington, Ky.)               Arkansas                    36          Florida                     74      Emmanuel Bor, UA       8 kilometers              23:50.45
2008 (Starkville, Miss.)             Alabama                    32          Auburn                    62      Girma Masecho, AU      8 kilometers              23:11.26
2009 (Oxford, Miss.)                Alabama                    56          Arkansas                  61      Barnabas Kirui, UM      8 kilometers              24:24.75
2010 (Columbia, S.C.)              Arkansas                    34          Alabama                   62      Barnabas Kirui, UM      8 kilometers              23:52.07
2011 (Maryville, Tenn.)            Arkansas                    33          Florida                     66      Eric Fernandez, AR       8 kilometers              24:10.60
2012 (Nashville, Tenn.)            Arkansas                    35          Georgia                   73      Henry Lelei, AM            8 kilometers              23:29.95
2013 (Gainesville, Fla.)             Arkansas                    31          Florida                     96      Kemoy Campbell, AR    8 kilometers              22:58.73
2014 (Tuscaloosa, Ala.)            Arkansas                   54          Ole Miss                   60      Stanley Kebenei, AR      8 kilometers              23:49.27





SEC Championship Totals: Tennessee (25); Arkansas (22); Georgia Tech (10); Auburn (6); Miss. State (5); Kentucky (4); Florida (3); Alabama (3).
1935
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              32
2. Alabama                     46
3. Georgia                       66
4. Auburn                       75
1936
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              15
2. Georgia                       59
3. Mississippi State          69
4. Auburn                       85
1937
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              19
2. Mississippi State          48
3. Georgia                       71
4. Auburn                       80
1938
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              24
T2. Alabama                   59
T2. LSU                         59
4. Georgia                       82
1939
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              29
2. Alabama                     36
3. LSU                            70
4. Georgia                       81
1940
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              31
2. Auburn                       39
3. Florida                        79
4. Georgia                       96
5. Alabama                     99
1941
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1.  Mississippi State         34
2. Auburn                       40
3. Alabama                     68
4. Georgia Tech              69
1942
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              26
2. Auburn                       29
1946
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Auburn                       40
2. Tennessee                   44
3. Georgia Tech              67
4. Florida                        94
Mississippi State             --
1947
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              51
2. Tennessee                   73
3. Auburn                       74
4. Mississippi State          101
5. Florida                       133
6. LSU                            145
Georgia                          --
1948
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Auburn                       54
2. Georgia Tech              55
3. Mississippi State          70
4. Tennessee                   79
1949
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Tennessee                   48
2. Georgia Tech              58
3. Auburn                       62
4. Florida                        93
1950
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Tennessee                   30
2. Alabama                     50
3. Georgia Tech              70
4. Florida                        88
1951
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Tennessee                   18
2. Alabama                     62
3. Auburn                       73
4. Georgia Tech              109
1952
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Tennessee                   30
2. Kentucky                    55
3. Florida                        69
4. Georgia Tech              73
1953
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              51
2. Auburn                       53
3. Florida                        57
4. Alabama                     79
5. Tennessee                   125
Georgia                          --
1954
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Georgia Tech              38
2. Tennessee                   46
3. Auburn                       53
4. Florida                        74
Mississippi State             --
Alabama                         --
1955
(Atlanta, Ga.)
T1. Auburn                    46
T1. Florida                     46
3. Georgia Tech              75
4. Tennessee                   79
1956
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Tennessee                   26
2. Auburn                       51
3. Georgia Tech              75
4. Florida                        104
1957
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Mississippi State          35
2. Kentucky                    52
3. Florida                        84
4. Auburn                       87
1958
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Kentucky                    40
2. Mississippi State          47
3. Tennessee                   94
4. Florida                        102
1959
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Kentucky                    59
2. Mississippi State          69
3. Alabama                     87
4. Tennessee                   94
1960
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Mississippi State          38
2. Alabama                     52
3. Auburn                       58
4. Georgia Tech              66
1961
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Mississippi State          33
2. Auburn                       48
3. Kentucky                    49
4. Georgia Tech              104
1962
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Mississippi State          37
2. Auburn                       55
3. Kentucky                    70
4. Georgia Tech              107
1963
(Atlanta, Ga.)
1. Tennessee                   15
2. Auburn                       85
3. Florida                        90
4. Mississippi State          93
1964
(Pine Mountain, Ga.)
1. Auburn                       23
2. Mississippi State          48
3. Florida                        61
4. Kentucky                    96
1965
(Birmingham, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   15
2. Mississippi State          70
3. Auburn                       85
4. Alabama                     105
5. Florida                        122
6. Kentucky                    126
1966
(Birmingham, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   39
2. Florida                        67
3. Auburn                       78
4. Mississippi State          102
5. Kentucky                    107
6. Alabama                     112
1967
(Birmingham, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   28
2. Florida                        79
3. Alabama                     90
4. Auburn                       118
5. Georgia                       141
6. Kentucky                    148
7. Mississippi State          151
8. Ole Miss                     188
9. LSU                            251
1968
(Birmingham, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   30
2. Ole Miss                     89
3. Florida                        91
4. Kentucky                    97
5. Auburn                       107
6. Alabama                     137
7. LSU                            160
8. Georgia                       227
9. Mississippi State          253
1969
(Birmingham, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   34
2. Florida                        48
3. Ole Miss                     125
4. Auburn                       140
5. Georgia                       141
6. Kentucky                    143
7. Alabama                     149
8. LSU                            179
9. Mississippi State          193
10. Vanderbilt                 306
1970
(Birmingham, Ala.)
1. Kentucky                    41
2. Alabama                     44
3. Tennessee                   47
4. LSU                            130
5. Florida                        131
6. Georgia                       161
7. Ole Miss                     176
8. Auburn                       194
9. Mississippi State          261
10. Vanderbilt                 290
1971
(Birmingham, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   48
T2, Alabama                   51
T2. Kentucky                  51
4. LSU                            103
5. Florida                        118
6. Georgia                       147
7. Mississippi State          171
8. Auburn                       213
9. Ole Miss                     252
1972
(Tuscaloosa, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   35
2. Alabama                     48
3. Kentucky                    56
4. Florida                        120
5. Auburn                       136
6. Mississippi State          157
7. Georgia                       182
8. LSU                            236
9. Vanderbilt                   270
1973
(Gainesville, Fla.)
1. Alabama                     41
2. Tennessee                   47
3. Kentucky                    70
4. Florida                        86
5. Auburn                       112
6. Georgia                       156
7. LSU                            183
8. Mississippi State          231
9. Vanderbilt                   240
10. Ole Miss                   246
1974
(Lexington, Ky.)
1. Tennessee                   44
2. Kentucky                    49
3. Florida                        52
4. Georgia                       133
5. Auburn                       136
6. Alabama                     169
7. LSU                            171
8. Mississippi State          199
9. Vanderbilt                   263
1975
(Baton Rouge, La.)
1. Tennessee                   38
2. Auburn                       74
T3. Kentucky                  77
T3.  Florida                    77
5. Alabama                     112
6. Georgia                       140
7. Mississippi State          193
1976
(Starkville, Miss.)
1. Tennessee                   32
2. Alabama                     38
3. Kentucky                    79
4. Auburn                       115
5. Florida                        117
6. Georgia                       170
7. LSU                            196
8. Mississippi State          215
9. Vanderbilt                   251
1977
(Knoxville, Tenn.)
1. Tennessee                   23
2. Kentucky                    49
3. Auburn                       86
4. Alabama                     93
5. Florida                        119
6. LSU                            169
7. Georgia                       190
8. Mississippi State          207
9. Vanderbilt                   219
1978
(Nashville, Tenn.)
1. Tennessee                   24
2. Auburn                       50
3. Kentucky                    72
4. Florida                        113
5. Georgia                       133
6. Alabama                     158
7. LSU                            172
8. Vanderbilt                   220
9. Mississippi State          257
1979
(Tuscaloosa, Ala.)
1. Auburn                       23
2. Kentucky                    80
3. Florida                        85
4. Tennessee                   89
5. Alabama                     121
6. Georgia                       156
7. LSU                            162
8. Mississippi State          185
9. Vanderbilt                   283
10. Ole Miss                   289





SEC Championship Year-by-Year Team Results
1980
(Auburn, Ala.)
1. Auburn                       35
2. Tennessee                   64
3. Florida                        70
4. Alabama                     117
5. Georgia                       129
6. Kentucky                    139
7. Mississippi State          164
8. LSU                            167
9. Vanderbilt                   223
10. Ole Miss                   301
1981
(Gainesville, Fla.)
1. Tennessee                   38
2. Auburn                       60
3. Mississippi State          87
4. Florida                        89
5. Kentucky                    124
6. LSU                            137
7. Georgia                       164
8. Ole Miss                     231
9. Alabama                     238
10. Vanderbilt                 279
1982
(Athens, Ga.)
1. Tennessee                   47
2. Florida                        75
3. Auburn                       84
4. Georgia                       98
5. Mississippi State          110
6. Kentucky                    178
7. Ole Miss                     179
8. LSU                            215
9. Alabama                     231
10. Vanderbilt                 260
1983
(Lexington, Ky.)
1. Tennessee                   31
2. Florida                        52
3. Georgia                       86
4. Auburn                       98
5. Kentucky                    118
6. LSU                            168
7. Ole Miss                     208
8. Alabama                     229
9. Mississippi State          259
10. Vanderbilt                 263
1984
(Clinton, La.)
1. Tennessee                   38
2. Florida                        53
3. Ole Miss                     105
4. LSU                            109
5. Auburn                       110
6. Alabama                     151
7. Georgia                       188
8. Mississippi State          203
9. Kentucky                    215
10. Vanderbilt                 297
1985
(Oxford, Miss.)
1. Tennessee                   44
2. Auburn                      79
T3. Florida                     81
T3. LSU                         81
5. Georgia                       125
6. Kentucky                    146
7. Ole Miss                     197
8. Mississippi State          214
9. Alabama                     216
10. Vanderbilt                 290
1986
(Knoxville, Tenn.)
1. Florida                        38
2. Tennessee                   46
3. Auburn                       54
4. Kentucky                    116
5. Alabama                     169
6. Mississippi State          182
7. LSU                            202
8. Georgia                       213
9. Ole Miss                     225
10. Vanderbilt                 299
1987
(Nashville, Tenn.)
1. Florida                        45
2. Tennessee                   63
3. Auburn                       66
4. Kentucky                    67
5. Alabama                     145
6. Mississippi State          152
7. LSU                            156
8. Georgia                       236
9. Ole Miss                     273
10. Vanderbilt                 295
1988
(Tuscaloosa, Ala.)
1. Kentucky                    37
2. Tennessee                   39
3. Auburn                       88
4. Alabama                     89
5. Florida                        115
6. LSU                            164
7. Georgia                       173
8. Mississippi State          249
9. Ole Miss                     258
10. Vanderbilt                 294
1989
(Auburn, Ala.)
1. Tennessee                   57
2. LSU                            67
3. Auburn                       82
4. Kentucky                    88
5. Alabama                     90
6. Florida                        96
7. Georgia                       189
8. Ole Miss                     199
9. Mississippi State          280
1990
(Gainesville, Fla.)
1. Tennessee                   52
2. Kentucky                    57
3. Florida                        60
4. Alabama                     90
5. Auburn                       148
6. Georgia                       176
7. LSU                            180
8. Ole Miss                     186
9. Mississippi State          239
10. Vanderbilt                 308
1991
(Athens, Ga.)
1. Arkansas                     15
2. Tennessee                   88
3. Kentucky                    112
4. Florida                        127
T5.Auburn                     151
T5. Georgia                    151
7. Mississippi State          210
8. Alabama                     217
9. South Carolina            217
10. Ole Miss                   242
11. LSU                          268
12. Vanderbilt                 319
1992
(Lexington, Ky.)
1. Arkansas                     23
2. Tennessee                   96
3. Kentucky                    101
4. Florida                        133
5. Ole Miss                     144
6. South Carolina            152
7. Georgia                       154
8. Alabama                     180
9. Auburn                       192
10. Mississippi State        291
11. LSU                          301
1993
(Baton Rouge, La.)
1. Arkansas                     18
2. Tennessee                   75
3. Auburn                       82
4. Florida                        85
5. Alabama                     152
6. South Carolina            182
7. Ole Miss                     205
8. Mississippi State          257
9. Georgia                       258
10. Vanderbilt                 269
11. Kentucky                  279
12. LSU                          287
1994
(Fayetteville, Ark.)
1. Arkansas                     38
2. Tennessee                   42
3. Alabama                     99
4. Auburn                       117
5. Florida                        120
6. LSU                            169
7. South Carolina            214
8. Kentucky                    216
9. Ole Miss                     261
10. Mississippi State        267
11. Georgia                     289
12. Vanderbilt                 346
1995
(Starkville, Miss.)
1. Arkansas                     32
2. Tennessee                   58
3. Alabama                     90
4. Florida                        113
5. Auburn                       155
6. LSU                            156
7. Kentucky                    203
8. Mississippi State          205
9. Georgia                       227
10. Vanderbilt                 255
1996
(Oxford, Miss.)
1. Arkansas                     15
2. Alabama                     64
3. Tennessee                   92
4. Auburn                       106
5. Ole Miss                     160
6. LSU                            176
7. Florida                        193
8. Kentucky                    207
9. Georgia                       241
10. Vanderbilt                 280
1997
(Columbia, S.C.)
1. Arkansas                     19
2. Alabama                     66
3. Florida                        92
4. Georgia                       123
5. Tennessee                   124
6. LSU                            151
7. Kentucky                    191
8. Ole Miss                     192
9. Auburn                       221
10. Vanderbilt                 301
1998
(Maryville, Tenn.)
1. Arkansas                     19
2. Tennessee                   63
3. Florida                        76
4. Georgia                       121
5. LSU                            146
6. Ole Miss                     167
7. Kentucky                    198
8. Auburn                       221
9. Alabama                     262
10. Vanderbilt                 308
1999
(Nashville, Tenn.)
1. Arkansas                     17
2. Tennessee                   59
3. Alabama                     73
4. Florida                        102
5. Georgia                       151
6. Kentucky                    186
7. Auburn                       191
8. LSU                            192
9. Vanderbilt                   290
10. Ole Miss                   295
2000
(Tuscaloosa, Ala.)
1. Arkansas                     27
2. Alabama                     43
3. Florida                        98
4. LSU                            115
5. Auburn                       134
6. Georgia                       162
7. Tennessee                   163
8. Ole Miss                     174
9. Kentucky                    245
10. Vanderbilt                 292
2001
(Auburn, Ala.)
1. Arkansas                     24
2. Alabama                     85
3. Tennessee                   92
4. Florida                        97
5. Kentucky                    125
6. Georgia                       165
7. LSU                            166
8. Auburn                       182
9. Ole Miss                     285
10. Vanderbilt                 300
2002
(Gainesville, Fla.)
1. Arkansas                     31
2. Alabama                     52
3. Florida                        76
4. Tennessee                   105
5. Georgia                       106
6. Auburn                       152
7. Kentucky                    182
8. LSU                            229
9. Vanderbilt                   257










8. Mississippi State 206
9. LSU 241
10. Vanderbilt 306





3. Georgia 81 
4. Auburn 96 
5. Tennessee 124 
6. LSU 177 
7. Alabama 184 
8. Kentucky 236
9. Mississippi State 263
10. Ole Miss 297 










8. Mississippi State 212
9. Kentucky 226
10. Ole Miss 297
11. Vanderbilt 325 
2006
(Baton Rouge, La.)
1. Arkansas 21 
2. Florida 73 
3. Alabama 75
4. Tennessee 121
5. Georgia 136 
6. Mississippi State 158
7. Kentucky 208























6. Mississippi State 186
7. Kentucky 192
8. Georgia 227












8. Mississippi State 220














5. Ole Miss 154
6. Georgia 155













7. Ole Miss 179
8. Auburn 183












T8. Mississippi State 237
T8. Auburn 237











6. Auburn 175 
7. Tennessee 187
8. Texas A&M 187 
9. Mississippi State 229
10. Ole Miss 242












8. Texas A&M 207



































































































































































































SEC Individuals In The Top-25 At The NCAA Championships
1951 (East Lansing, Mich.)
2. Alf  Homberg, UT 20:09.5
1965 (Lawrence, Kan.)
4. Robert Redington, UT 30:02.0
19. David Storey, UT 30:44.5
1972 (Houston, Texas)
2. Doug Brown, UT 28:44
1973 (Spokane, Wash.)
7. Doug Brown, UT 28:40.4
1975 (State College, Pa.)
10. Steve Bolt, UA 29:05.8
1977 (Spokane, Wash.)
15. George Watts, UT 29:35.4
1978 (Madison, Wisc.)
13. Thomas Graves, AU 29:51.6
1979 (Bethlehem, Pa.)
11. Chris Fox, AU 29:29.3
17. Mark Nenow, UK 29:36.1
23. Tom Graves, AU 29:46.9
1984 (State College, Pa.)
15. Brian Abshire, AU 30:10.2
1985 (Milwaukee, Wisc.)
19. Brian Abshire, AU 30:20.36
1986 (Tucson, Ariz.)
14. Richard Ede, UK 31:22.44
22. Michael Blaney, UF 31:29.24
24. Michael Bilyeu, UF 31:32.65
1988 (Granger, Iowa)
16. Richard Ede, UK 29:49
18. Benny McIntosh, UK 29:52
19. Todd Williams, UT 29:53
1989 (Annapolis, Md.)
3. German Beltran, UA 29:33.51
4. Terry Thornton, LS 29:49.75
6. Todd Williams, UT 29:58.47
24. Glenn Morgan, UT 30:29.52
1990 (Knoxville, Tenn.)
8. Todd Williams, UT 29:35
10. Glenn Morgan, UT 29:44
13. Dan Middleman, UF 29:48
1991 (Tucson, Ariz.)
2. Niall Bruton, AR 30:35.3
3. Brian Baker, AR 30:36.9
7. Graham Hood, AR 30:44.9
16. David Welsh, AR 30:58.8
18. Jamie Barnes, UT 31:00.9
1992 (Bloomington, Ind.)
5. David Welsh, AR 31:09.8
11. Michael Morin, AR 31:18.4
13. Frank Hanley, AR 31:21.0
15. Jason Bunston, AR 21:27.0
16. Brian Baker, AR 30:08.2
25. Niall Bruton, AR 31:40.2
1993 (Lehigh, Pa.)
2. Jason Bunston, AR 29:40.2
3. Niall Bruton, AR 29:43.6
8. Teddy Mitchell, AR 29:51.6
25. Michael Morin, AR 30:28.2
1994 (Fayetteville, Ark.)
10. Jason Bunston, AR 30:39.0
18. Stewart Ellington, UT 30:54.3
25. Michael Morin, AR 30:28.2
1995 (Ames, Iowa)
1. Godfrey Siamusiye, AR 30:09
5. Ryan Wilson, AR 30:57
7. Tony Cosey, UT 30:59
13. Vadim Nemad, UK 31:03
18. Faizal Emamaullee, UA 31:19
23. Seneca Lassiter, AR N/A
1996 (Tucson, Ariz.)
1. Godfrey Siamusiye, AR 29:49
7. Sean Kaley, AR 30:47
8. Ryan Wilson, AR 30:47
24. Tim Broe, UA 31:32
1997 (Greenville, S.C.)
5. Ryan Wilson, AR 29:13
9. Sean Kaley, AR 29:39
12. Michael Power, AR 29:45
15. Phillip Price, AR 29:57
1998 (Lawrence, Kan.)
5. Sean Kaley, AR 30:12.10
16. Andrew Begley, AR 30:46.30
19. Matt Kerr, AR 30:54.30
1999 (Bloomington, Ind.)
2. Michael Power, AR 30:09.60
7. Andrew  Begley, AR 30:40.60
10. James Karanu, AR 30:44.70
13. Tim Broe, UA 30:52.00
21. Christopher Mutai, UA 31:02.90
22. Murray Link, AR 31:03.80
24. Matt Kerr, AR 31:04.50
2000 (Ames, Iowa)
4. David Kimani, UA 30:21.60
11. James Karanu, AR 30:42.70
13. Sarif  Karie, AR 30:45.40
16. Murray Link, AR 30:47.90
24. Daniel Lincoln, AR 30:56.80
2001 (Greenville, S.C.)
3. Alistair Cragg, AR 29:10
13. Silverus Kimeli, AR 29:40
19. Daniel Lincoln, AR 29:51
2002 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
2. Alistair Cragg, AR 29:06.00
11. David Kimani, UA 29:48.00
14. Daniel Lincoln, AR 29:59.30
2003 (Waterloo, Iowa)
8. Alistair Cragg, AR 29:33.1
24. Jason Sandfort, AR 30:06.2
2004 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
3. Josphat Boit, AR 30:41.8
6. Simon Ngata, UG 30:56.5
20. Jason Sandfort, AR 31:06.4
25. Marc Rodrigues, AR 31:33.0
2005 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
7. Josphat Boit, AR 29:49.1
12. Peter Kosgei, AR 29:53.7
23. Zach Sabatino, UT 30:08.0
2006 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
8. Peter Kosgei, AR 31:04.4  
2007 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
18. Augustus Maiyo, UA 30:12.8
2008 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
16. Girma Mesecho, AU 29:53.8
20. Jeremy Criscione, UF 29:55.9
23. Elkanah Kibet, AU 29:59.5
2009 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
4. Barnabas Kirui, UM 29:24.1
6. Dorian Ulrey, AR 29:37.9
15. Felix Kiboiywo, AU 29:50.3
18. Ben Cheruiyot, AU 29:55.7
22. Tyson David, UA 30:03.7
25. Emmanuel Bor, UA 30:05.8
2010 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
11. Dorian Ulrey, AR 30:02.0
17. Solomon Haile, AR 30:13.3
2012 (Louisville, Ky.)
5. Henry Lelei, AM 29:14.8
2013 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
6. Stanley Kebenei, AR 30:10.1
2014 (Terre Haute, Ind.)
6. Stanley Kebenei, AR 30:30.1
Team Champions
Year   Team                Points Coach
1972   Tennessee         134  Stan Huntsman
1991   Arkansas           52    John McDonnell
1992   Arkansas           46    John McDonnell
1993   Arkansas           31    John McDonnell
1995   Arkansas           100  John McDonnell
1998   Arkansas           97    John McDonnell
1999   Arkansas           58    John McDonnell
2000   Arkansas           83    John McDonnell
Individual National Champions
1995 - Godfrey Siamusiye, Arkansas
1996 - Godfrey Siamusiye, Arkansas
All-Time SEC 




















































































































































































SEC Cross Country Honors and Awards
SEC Coach of  the Year
1989 - Doug Brown, Tennessee
1990 - Doug Brown, Tennessee
1991 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
1992 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
John Webb, Florida
1993 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
1994 - Doug Brown, Tennessee
1995 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
1996 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
1997 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
1998 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
1999 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2000 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2001 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
Joe Walker, Alabama
2002 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2003 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2004 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2005 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2006 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2007 - John McDonnell, Arkansas
2008 - Joe Walker, Alabama
2009 - Joe Walker, Alabama
2010 - Chris Bucknam, Arkansas
2011 - Chris Bucknam, Arkansas
2012 - Chris Bucknam, Arkansas
2013 - Chris Bucknam, Arkansas
2014 - Chris Bucknam, Arkansas
SEC Athlete of  the Year
1992 - Pablo Sierra, Ole Miss
1993 - Jason Bunston, Arkansas
1994 - Jason Bunston, Arkansas
1995 - Godfrey Siamusiye, Arkansas
1996 - Godfrey Siamusiye, Arkansas
1997 - Ryan Wilson, Arkansas
1998 - Michael Power, Arkansas
1999 - Michael Power, Arkansas
2000 - David Kimani, Alabama
2001 - David Kimani, Alabama
2002 - Alistair Cragg, Arkansas
2003 - Thomas Morgan, Kentucky
2004 - Josphat Boit, Arkansas
2005 - Josphat Boit, Arkansas
2006 - Barnabas Kirui, Ole Miss
2007 - Emmanuel Bor, Alabama
2008 - Tyson David, Alabama
2009 - Barnabas Kirui, Ole Miss
2010 - Barnabas Kirui, Ole Miss
2011 - Eric Fernandez, Arkansas
2012 - Henry Lelei, Texas A&M
2013 - Kemoy Campbell, Arkansas
2014 - Stanley Kebenei, Arkansas
SEC Freshman of  the Year
2000 - Chris Mulvaney, Arkansas
2001 - Jason Sandfort, Arkansas
2002 - Peter Etoot, Alabama
Daniel Parker, Florida
2003 - Mike Poe, Arkansas
2004 - Chris Walsh, Auburn
2005 - Augustus Maiyo, Alabama
2006 - Barnabas Kirui, Ole Miss
2007 - Andrew Kirwa, Alabama
2008 - Girma Mesecho, Auburn
2009 - Solomon Haile, Arkansas
2010 - Bryan Cantero, Arkansas
2011 - Jimmy Clark, Florida
2012 - Cale Wallace, Arkansas
2013 - T.J. Carey, Missouri
2014 - Alex George, Arkansas
Sean Tobin, Ole Miss
SEC Scholar-Athlete of  the Year
2014 - Ty McCormack, Auburn
All-SEC Teams (Incomplete from 1959-64)
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O’Neill Robinson, Mississippi State
Paul Beicke, Mississippi State
1966























































Dave Fussell, Ole Miss






































































































































































































Mzee Rutto, Mississippi State
Basil Magee, Tennessee










Mzee Ruto, Mississippi State
Rickey Pittman, Tennessee
Jay O’Keefe, Auburn
K.C. Nielson, Ole Miss


























































































































































































































































































David Kimani, Alabama 
Alistair Cragg, Arkansas 
Daniel Lincoln, Arkansas 
Peter Kiprono, Alabama 
Silverus Kimeli, Arkansas 
Jason Sandfort, Arkansas  
Philip Bett, Georgia
Second Team 
Scott Defilippis, Tennessee 
Peter Etoot, Alabama 
David Freeman, Kentucky 
Steve  Zieminski, Florida 
Patrick Gildea, Tennessee 




















































Titus Koeh, Alabama 
2006
First Team














Enoch Nadler, Florida 
2007
First Team
Emmanuel Bor, Alabama 
Jeremy Criscione, Florida 
Shawn Forrest, Arkansas 
Abraham Kutingala, Alabama 
Tyler Hill, Arkansas 
Felix Kiboiywo, Auburn 
Andrew Kirwa, Alabama 
Second Team 
Chris Barnicle, Arkansas 
Scott MacPherson, Arkansas 
Joseph Simuchimba, LSU 
Matt Munoz, Arkansas 
Sean Blaney, Florida 
Andrew Press, Tennessee 
Steve Tobin, Tennessee 
All-Freshman Team
Andrew Kirwa, Alabama 
Ben Blankenship, Mississippi State 
Lane Boyer, Arkansas 
Duncan Phillips, Arkansas 
Michael Spooner, Tennessee 
Michael Chinchar, Arkansas 





SEC Cross Country Honors and Awards
2008
First Team
Girma Mesecho, Auburn 
Tyson David, Alabama 
Elkanah Kibet, Auburn 
Felix Kibioywo, Auburn 
Emmanuel Bor, Alabama 
Augustus Maiyo, Alabama 
Jeremy Criscione, Florida 
Second Team
Scott MacPherson, Arkansas 
Abraham Kutingala, Alabama 
Andrew Kirwa, Alabama 
Andy McClary, Arkansas 
Kyle Lewis, Ole Miss 
Michael Spooner, Tennessee 
Adam Henken, Kentucky 
All-Freshman Team
Girma Mesecho, Auburn 
Eric Fernandez, Arkansas 
Rick Elliott, Arkansas 
Zac Edwards, Alabama 
Julian Matthews, Auburn 





























Barnabas Kirui, Ole Miss 
Ben Cheruiyot, Auburn 
Dorian Ulrey, Arkansas 
Julius Bor, Alabama
Dumisane Hlaselo, Florida 
Eric Fernandez, Arkansas 
Solomon Haile, Arkansas
Second Team
Bryan Cantero, Arkansas 
Carrison Kemei, Alabama 
Dey Tuach, Arkansas 
Michael Spooner, Tennessee 
Joel Rop, Alabama 
Derek Wehunt, Florida 











































































Isaac Spencer, Texas A&M
All-Freshman Team
T.J. Carey, Missouri
Cameron Villarreal, Texas A&M
Carlos  Miranda, Florida
Drew White, Missouri
Trevor Gilley, Ole Miss











Wes Gallagher, Ole Miss
Gabe Gonzalez, Arkansas
Tyler Schneider, Missouri
Sean Tobin, Ole Miss







Damian Roszko, Mississippi State
Dan Roe, Missouri
All-Freshman Team
Sean Tobin, Ole Miss
Alex George, Arkansas
Taylor Caldwell, Ole Miss








SEC Cross Country Athletes of the Week
1999 - 9/7 - Michael Power, AR; 9/14 - Rob Evans, UF; 9/21 - Drew Griffin, UG;
9/28 - Anthony Famiglietti, UT; 10/5, Michael Power, AR; 10/12 - Rob Evans, UF;
10/19 - Michael Power, AR.
2000 - 9/6 - Eric Bell, UT; 9/12 - Chris Duncan, UF; 9/19 - Chris Mutai, UA; 9/26 -
Chad Dixon, UM; 10/3 - Chris Duncan, UF; 10/10 - Chad Dixon, UM; 10/17 - Sharif
Karie, AR.
2001 - 9/3 - Chris Duncan, UF; 9/10 - Giscard Titus, AU; 9/24 - Chris Duncan, UF;
10/1 - David Kimani, UA; 10/8 - Patrick Gavin, UG; 10/15 - Daniel Lincoln, AR.
2002 - 9/10 - Peter Kiprono, UA; 9/17 - Tim Kelly, UT; 9/24 - Daniel Lincoln, AR;
10/1 - Tomario Thomas, LS; 10/8 - Alistair Cragg, AR; 10/15 - Patrick Gildea, UT;
10/22 - David Kimani, UA.
2003 - 9/1 - Steve Hassen, UF; 9/8 - Simon Ngata, UG; 9/15 - Jason Sandfort, AR;
9/22 - Jimmy Wiggins, LS; 9/29 - Tim Kelly, UT; 10/6 - Jimmy Wiggins, LS; 10/12 -
Thomas Morgan, UK; 10/20 - Gedamu Ege, MS.
2004 - 9/7 - Luis Bordes, AR; 9/13 - Andrew Heath, AU; 9/20 - Josephat Boit, AR;
9/27 - Jimmy Wiggins, LS; 10/5 - Josphat Boit; AR; 10/12 - Dusty Miller, UT; 10/19
- Josphat Boit, AR; 10/26 - Alex Korir, UA. 
2005 - 9/7 - Travis McKay, MS; 9/13 - Augustus Maiyo, UA; 9/20 - Seth Summerside,
AR; 9/27 - Zach Sabatino, UT; 10/4 - Josphat Boit, AR; 10/11 - Drew Haro, LS; 10/18
- Henok Lechebo, UF; 10/25 - Henok Lechebo, UF
2006 - 9/6 - Travis McKay, MS; 9/12 - Emmanuel
Bor, UA; 9/19 - Emmanuel Bor, UA; 9/26 Austin Williamson, VU; 10/3 - Barnabas
Kirui, UM; 10/17 - Peter Kosgei, AR; 10/31 - Barnabas Kirui, UM.
2007 - 9/5 - Bruce Hordusky, UK; 9/11 - Enoch Nadler, UF; 9/18 - Scott MacPherson,
AR; 9/25 - Felix Kiboiywo, AU; 10/2 - Emmanuel Bor, UA; 10/9 - Emmanuel Bor,
UA
Freshman - 9/5 - Ben Blakenship, MS; 9/11 - Andrew Kirwa, UA; 9/18 - Lane Boyer,
AR; 9/25 - Joby Peake, AU; 10/2 - Andrew Kirwa, UA; 10/9 - Lane Boyer, AR
2008 - 9/9 - Elkanah Kibet, AU; 9/16 - Colin Heenan, UK; 9/23 - Tyson David, UA;
9/30 - Felix Kibioywo, AU; 10/7 - Augustus Maiyo, UA; 10/21 - Tyson David, UA
Freshman - 9/9 - Girma Mecheso, AU; 9/16 - Colin Heenan, UK; 9/23 - Josh Izewski,
UF; 9/30 - Eric Fernandez, AR; 10/7 - Chris Bodary, UT; 10/21 - Girma Mecheso,
AU
2009 - 9/8 - Barnabas Kirui, UM; 9/22 - Lane Boyer, AR; 10/6 - Tyson David, UA;
10/20 - Dorian Ulrey, AR
Freshman - 9/8 - Matt Sonnenfeldt, UK; 9/22 - Solomon Haile, AR; 10/6 - Solomon
Haile, AR; 10/20 - Leoule Degfae, UT
2010 - 9/7 - Luis Orta, UK; 9/21 - Barnabas Kirui, UM; 9/28 - Ben Cheruiyot, AU;
10/5 - Dumisane Hlaselo, UF; 10/19 - Barnabas Kirui, UM
Freshman - 9/7 - Nick Perkins, MS; 9/21 - Mark Parrish, UF; 9/28 - Bryan Cantero,
AR; 10/5 - Matt Mizereck, UF; 10/19 - Bryan Cantero, AR
2011 - 9/6 - Luis Orta, UK; 9/13 - Phil Duncan, UF; 9/20 - Luis Orta, UK and Carison
Kemei, UA; 9/27 - Matt Mizereck, UF; 10/4 - Luis Orta, UK; 10/18 - Carison Kemei,
UA, Mark Parrish, UF and Brandon Lord, UG. 
Freshman - 9/6 - Jimmy Clark, UF; 9/13 - Niklas Buhner, AU; 9/20 - Austin Whitelaw,
UT; 9/27 - Kane Grimster, AU; 10/4 - Patrick Rono, AR; 10/18 - Patrick Rono, AR.
2012 - 9/4 - Solomon Haile, AR and Brandon Lord, UG; 9/11 - Kane Grimster, AU;
9/18 - Henry Lelei, AM; 9/25 - Kemoy Campbell, AR; 10/2 - Henry Lelei, AM and
Luis Orta, UK; 10/16 - Henry Lelei, AM. 
Freshman - 9/4 - Weston O’Donnell, AM; 9/11 - Alex Main, AU; 9/18 - Kyle Walter,
UT; 9/25 - Cale Wallace, AR; 10/2 - Tyler Schneider, MU; 10/16 - Tyler Schneider,
MU.  
2013 - 9/3 - Brandon Lord, UG; 9/10 - Stanley Kebenei, AR; 9/17 - Jimmy Clark, UF;
9/24 - Stanley Kebenei, AR;  10/1 - Ty McCormack, AU; 10/8 - Kemoy Campbell,
AR; 10/15 - Jake Roberts, AM; 10/22 - Kemoy Campbell, AR. 
Freshman - 9/3 - Carlos Miranda, UF; 9/10 - Dan Roe, MU; 9/17 - Carlos Miranda,
UF; 9/24 - Aidan Swain, AR; 10/1 - Carlos Miranda, UF; 10/8 - Aidan Swain, AR;
10/15 - Alex Reba, AM; 10/22 - T.J. Carey, MU. 
2014 - 9/2 - Ty McCormack, AU; 9/9 - Steven Spevacek, UG; 9/16 - Ty McCormack,
AU; 9/23 - Thomas Howell, UF; 9/30 - Ty McCormack, AU; 10/7 - Stanley Kebenei,
AR; 10/14 - Ryan Teel, AM; 10/21 - Stanley Kebenei, AR and Ty McCormack, AU. 
Freshman - 9/2 - Mark Robertson, UM; 9/9 - Bryan Kamau, UG; 9/16 - Mark
Robertson, UM; 9/23 - Alex George, AR; 9/30 - DC Lipani, LS; 10/7 - Alex George,
AR; 10/14 - Kevin Wyss, AU; 10/21 - Alex George, AR. 
